
ORGANIZATION OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT

police organizations. â€¢ Discuss the challenges of managing police organizations. â€¢ Compare and contrast the
structure of larger and smaller police departments.

In Jin, dozens of prefects were spread across the state, each having limited authority and employment period.
However, this fragmentation causes three unique problems which interfere with mission of law enforcement.
Reality Many police departments evolved from a long history and generations of officers. Social Subcultures
A unique aspect in modern, large departments today is that, despite the public view of police all thinking the
same as pseudo military units, departments are in fact broken up into subcultures frequently based on their
function. Local watchmen were hired by cities to provide some extra security. The Vehmic courts of Germany
provided some policing in the absence of strong state institutions. Some prefects were responsible for handling
investigations, much like modern police detectives. Second, the use of technology bears a direct impact on
how well archive information is managed and used by police. Published on May 28, Share this Article Due to
public fears concerning the deployment of the military in domestic matters, Peel organised the force along
civilian lines, rather than paramilitary. However, the numbers have increased in the past 10 to 15 years. There
was no concept of public prosecution, so victims of crime or their families had to organize and manage the
prosecution themselves. This includes a variety of practices, but international police cooperation, criminal
intelligence exchange between police agencies working in different nation-states, and police development-aid
to weak, failed or failing states are the three types that have received the most scholarly attention. Other
volunteer organizations work with the police and perform some of their duties. In , after independence, each
province started organizing its local " military police ", with order maintenance tasks. These organizations
were intended to be temporary, but became a long-standing fixture of Spain. It found receptive audiences far
outside London, and inspired similar forces in other cities, notably, New York City , Dublin , and Sydney. Gay
and lesbian officers perceive themselves as supporting a more humane approach to policing and see
themselves as particularly qualified to work with marginal communities. The Act established a force in each
barony with chief constables and inspectors general under the control of the civil administration at Dublin
Castle. These are known by a variety of names, such as reserves, auxiliary police or special constables. In
some cases this type of policing shares aspects with espionage. The first use of the word police "Polles" in
English comes from the book "The Second Part of the Institutes of the Lawes of England" published in 
Marshals Service was established, followed by other federal services such as the U. Officers still have to take
exams to move to the detective branch, but the move is regarded as being a specialization, rather than a
promotion. Lebanon In Lebanon , modern police were established in , with creation of the Gendarmerie. But,
those women were hired to perform specialized functions, such as patrolling areas where juveniles hung out.


